Introduction
============

Nanoparticles (NPs) have been extensively exploited to improve conventional cancer chemotherapy because of their ability to deliver drugs to the therapeutic targets at relevant times and doses, reduce the side effects of chemotherapeutics, and protect drugs from degradation.[@b1-ijn-10-2101],[@b2-ijn-10-2101] Of all the common nanoparticulate systems, liposomes and polymeric NPs are two dominant kinds of drug nanocarriers accounting for the majority of the clinically approved products.[@b3-ijn-10-2101] Liposomes, spherical lipid vesicles with single or multiple lipid bilayers, have been widely applied due to their superior biocompatibility, favorable pharmacokinetic profile, ease of surface modification, and long circulation time after being surface modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG).[@b4-ijn-10-2101],[@b5-ijn-10-2101] Nevertheless, liposomes suffer from drawbacks of insufficient drug loading, fast drug release, and instability during storage.[@b6-ijn-10-2101] Generally, polymeric nanoparticles are advantageous in terms of improved stability in biological fluids, versatile drug loading, controlled release capability, high cellular internalization efficiency, desired pharmacokinetics, and long circulation half-life.[@b7-ijn-10-2101],[@b8-ijn-10-2101] However, the biocompatibility of nanoparticles formed by most synthetic polymers is not as high as liposomes. Moreover, polymeric nanoparticles have shown moderate circulation half-lives compared with liposomes.[@b9-ijn-10-2101] It is thus ideal if any technology could be developed to combine the advantages and, meanwhile, overcome the disadvantages of these two types of nanocarriers.

More recently, a new class of therapeutic nanocarriers known as lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles (LPNPs) has emerged as a potentially more potent alternative to polymeric nanoparticles and liposomes.[@b10-ijn-10-2101]--[@b12-ijn-10-2101] LPNPs are polymeric nanoparticles enveloped by lipid layers that combine the highly biocompatible nature of lipids with the structural integrity afforded by polymeric nanoparticles.[@b3-ijn-10-2101] They typically comprise three distinct functional components: 1) an inner hydrophobic core where poorly water-soluble drugs are incorporated with high loading yields; 2) an interfacial lipid layer enveloping the core that acts as a highly biocompatible shell; and 3) a hydrophilic polymer stealth layer outside the lipid shell to enhance nanoparticle stability and circulation time.[@b13-ijn-10-2101]--[@b15-ijn-10-2101] Depending on how these hybrid nanoparticles are prepared, the lipid shell can be a lipid monolayer, bilayer, or multilayer.[@b16-ijn-10-2101] These LPNPs have exhibited some unique advantages of both liposomes and polymeric nanoparticles, including high structural integrity, stability during storage, controlled release capability, high biocompatibility, and favorable pharmacokinetic profile, while excluding some of their intrinsic limitations.[@b13-ijn-10-2101],[@b14-ijn-10-2101],[@b17-ijn-10-2101],[@b18-ijn-10-2101]

LPNPs are usually prepared through a single-step nanoprecipitation method[@b12-ijn-10-2101],[@b19-ijn-10-2101]--[@b21-ijn-10-2101] or a two-step method involving co-incubation of separately preformed nanoparticles and lipid vesicles (or lipid films).[@b22-ijn-10-2101]--[@b24-ijn-10-2101] The hydrophobic polymeric core of the LPNPs are commonly made of polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), dextran, or albumin because of their biocompatibility, biodegradability, nontoxicity, and previous use in approved products.[@b3-ijn-10-2101],[@b25-ijn-10-2101] Ruysschaert et al[@b26-ijn-10-2101] reported the preparation of hybrid nanocapsules that consist of amphiphilic ABA triblock copolymers and lipids using a thin film method. Their observations suggested that when the concentration ratio of lipid-to-polymer was below 20 mol%, formation of homogeneous mixed polymer-lipid composites occurred, with the lipid homogeneously dispersed among the ABA molecules of the nanoparticle membrane. In our previous study, flower-like paclitaxel-loaded polymeric micelles were successfully developed from poly(ε-caprolactone)--poly(ethylene glycol)--poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL-PEG-PCL, PCEC) copolymers by thin film hydration method.[@b27-ijn-10-2101] This method allowed successful loading of paclitaxel (PTX) into the micelles' hydrophobic PCL cores with high drug loading content and encapsulation efficiency. These micelles could be ideal candidates for preparing hybrid LPNPs.

Herein, we use the thin film hydration method to synthesize folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles (FLPNPs), thus allowing us to combine the advantages of liposomes and polymeric NPs. PTX, which is one of the most effective chemotherapeutic drugs for the treatment of a wide spectrum of cancers, is used as a model hydrophobic anticancer drug. The solid polymeric core based on PCL-PEG-PCL polymer self-assembly can act as a nanoscale skeleton that provides high drug loading capacity, mechanical stability, controlled morphology, biodegradability, and narrow size distribution. The lipid--PEG conjugate, which can form lipid monolayer shell on the surface of the LPNPs, will also participate in the self-assembly process with its lipid moiety inserting into the hydrophobic polymer core and its PEG moiety extending into the external aqueous environment to form a stabilizing and stealth corona of the LPNPs. Active targeting can be further realized by conjugating molecular probes onto the LPNPs' surface, which provides a promising approach for the LPNPs to target tumor cells with overexpression of the corresponding receptors on their surface, and then release the encapsulated therapeutics in a controlled and sustained manner. Folate is selected as the model molecular probe for targeted delivery to cancer cells overexpressing folate receptor such as certain breast and ovarian cancer cells.[@b28-ijn-10-2101]

In the present work, we focus on the preparation and systematic characterizations of PTX loaded-LPNPs conjugated with folate. The nanoparticles were characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS) for size and size distribution, by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for surface morphology and structure, and by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for drug loading content, encapsulation efficiency, and in vitro drug-release kinetics. Cellular uptake efficiency of FLPNPs in EMT6 cancer cells was evaluated using a microplate reader and by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) analyses. The antitumor activity of PTX incorporated FLPNPs was also examined both in vitro and in vivo in comparison with that of nontargeted LPNPs and Taxol^®^.

Materials and methods
=====================

Materials
---------

ε-Caprolactone (ε-CL), Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, *M*~n~ = 8000), and Nile Red were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (rhodamine-PE), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-\[methoxy (polyethylene glycol)-2000\] (DSPE-PEG2000), and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-\[folate(polyethyleneglycol)-2000\] (DSPE-PEG(2000) Folate) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA). Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) was obtained from Dojindo Laboratories (Kumamoto, Japan). Actin-Tracker Green and 2-(4-amidinophenyl)-6-indolecarbamidine dihydrochloride (DAPI) solution were purchased from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology (Jiangsu, People's Republic of China). Paclitaxel (PTX, \>99.5% purity) was purchased from Sichuan Jiufeng Natural Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Sichuan, People's Republic of China). Paclitaxel injection (Taxol^®^, 30 mg/5 mL) was purchased from Beijing Union Pharmaceutical Factory (Beijing, People's Republic of China). Acetonitrile and methanol used as mobile phase in high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) were purchased from EM Science (HPLC grade; Mallinckrodt Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ, USA). All cell culture medium and supplements were obtained from Gibco/Invitrogen (Grand Island, NY, USA). All other chemicals were reagent grade or higher and were used without further purification.

Preparation of the nanoparticles
--------------------------------

PTX or Nile Red-loaded NPs of mixed lipid monolayer shell and biodegradable polymer core were denoted in this research by LPNPs for those of no ligand conjugation and FLPNPs for those of folate conjugation, which were prepared using the thin-film hydration and ultrasonic dispersion method as described previously.[@b29-ijn-10-2101] For PTX-loaded FLPNPs, PCL-PEG-PCL copolymer, paclitaxel, DSPE-PEG2000, and DSPE-PEG(2000) Folate (weight ratio =70:33:7:0.7) were dissolved in dichloromethane in an eggplant-shaped flask. The flask was then connected to rotary evaporator (Eyela N-1001; Tokyo Rikakikai Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and water bath with temperature maintained at 35°C under the aspirate vacuum. The thin-film layer formed was flushed with nitrogen gas for 5 minutes and maintained overnight under vacuum to remove traces of dichloromethane. Then, the solid thin-film layer was preheated in a warm water bath (65°C) to obtain a transparent gel-like sample. Double-distilled water was taken as an aqueous phase and heated to the same temperature of the gel-like sample. This hot aqueous phase was added to the gel-like sample and hydrated for 60 minutes at 65°C. Then the mixture was sonicated over an ice bath using a microtip probe sonicator (VCX-130-PB; Sonics & Material Inc., Newtown, CT, USA) at 40 kW power output for 10 minutes to obtain a clear solution. The solution was centrifuged at 20,000× *g* for 30 minutes and then washed three times to remove the unencapsulated drug. PTX-loaded LPNPs were produced by the same process without adding DSPE-PEG(2000) Folate to the lipid phase. The fluorescent LPNPs and FLPNPs were fabricated in the same way with the drug being replaced by Nile Red.

Characterization of the nanoparticles
-------------------------------------

### Particle size, polydispersity, and zeta potential

The particle size, polydispersity, and zeta potential of the drug loaded NPs were determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a NanoZS Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). The dispersion of NPs was diluted by ultrapure water according to the mass concentration. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate.

### Particle morphology

The morphology of the NPs was investigated by TEM (Tecnai-F20; FEI Co., Eindhoven, the Netherlands). A drop of the particle dispersion was deposited onto the carbon-coated copper grid, followed by drawing off the excess with a filter paper. The grid was dried at room temperature before being examined under TEM.

### Determination of lipid layer on the surface of PCEP NPs

The distribution of lipid layer outside the PCEP NPs was examined under a confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM 710; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany). 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (rhodamine-PE) was used to track the lipid layer. In brief, the labeled PTX-loaded FLPNPs containing rhodamine-PE (weight ratio of rhodamine-PE and DSPE-PEG2000 was 1:10) were prepared using the abovementioned method with a slight modification in sonication time. After hydration, the mixture was sonicated only for 1 minute to obtain large nanoparticles for visualization under confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). A small drop of rhodamine-PE labeled FLPNPs in water was mounted onto a slide individually and visualized in the rhodamine (543 nm) channel. The representative images were taken and selected from a slice through the midsection of the FLPNPs.

### Encapsulation efficiency and loading capacity

Ten milligrams of PTX-loaded NPs were accurately weighed and dissolved in 5 mL of acetonitrile, and then diluted with distilled water to 10 mL. The amount of PTX in the solution was determined by HPLC (Agilent LC 1100; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The HPLC was equipped with a reverse-phase column (Symetry, 150 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 μm) at 40°C and a UV detector. The mobile phase was a mixture of acetonitrile and water (50:50 v/v). The samples were delivered at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min and PTX was detected at a wavelength of 227 nm. The drug loading (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) were calculated as follows: $${DL}\% = \frac{\text{Weight~of~the~drug~in~NPs}}{\text{Weight~of~the~feeding~polymer~and~drug}} \times 100\%$$ $${EE}\% = \frac{\text{Weight~of~the~drug~in~NPs}}{\text{Weight~of~the~feeding~drug}} \times 100\%$$

### In vitro PTX release

In order to create pseudo-sink conditions, the in vitro release of PTX from NPs was monitored in an aqueous medium containing 1 M sodium salicylate at 37°C using double-chamber diffusion cells on a shaker stand. A Millipore^®^ hydrophilic, low-protein-binding polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (Millipore Co., Bedford, MA, USA) with 0.1 mm pore size was placed between the two chambers. The donor chamber contained 4.5 mL NPs--sodium salicylate suspension, with a NPs concentration of 0.4 mg/mL. The receiver chamber contained 4.5 mL sodium salicylate solution (1 M, pH 7.4). The receiver chamber fluid was replaced with fresh sodium salicylate buffer at predetermined intervals. All the samples collected from the receiver chamber were extracted with dichloromethane to determine the amount of PTX released. The concentration of PTX in samples was determined by HPLC as described in the "Encapsulation efficiency and loading capacity" section.

In vitro cell culture
---------------------

### Cell lines and cell culture

EMT6 mammary carcinoma cells which overexpress folate receptor (FR)[@b30-ijn-10-2101] and normal L929 fibroblast cells, which lack FR expression,[@b28-ijn-10-2101] were employed. The two type cells were cultured in folate-deficient RPMI 1640 culture medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin under a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO~2~ at 37°C. Before the experiment, cells were precultured till they reached 75% confluence.

### In vitro cellular uptake

For quantitative cellular uptake analysis, EMT6 cells were seeded (5,000 cells/well) into 96-well black plates (Corning Costar Corp, Corning, NY, USA) and cultured for 24 hours, the medium was changed to the suspension of Nile Red-loaded NPs at an NP concentration of 0.250 mg/mL for 0.5, 2, and 24 hours, respectively. After incubation, the NP suspension in the testing wells was removed and the wells were washed with PBS three times to remove the NPs outside the cells. After that, RIPA Lysis Buffer was added to lyse the cells. Spectral scanning multimode reader (Varioskan Flash 3001; Thermo Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL, USA) was used to measure the fluorescence intensity from Nile Red-loaded NPs in the desired wells with excitation wavelength at 552 nm and emission wavelength at 636 nm. The cellular uptake efficiency was expressed as the percentage of fluorescence of the testing wells over that of the positive control wells.

For the fluorescence microscopy study, EMT6 and L929 cells were seeded in the 8-well cover-glass chamber and incubated for 24 hours at 37°C to encourage cell adhesion and spread. The fluorescent Nile Red-loaded NPs dispersed in the cell culture medium at concentration of 0.250 mg/mL were added into the wells. Cells were washed three times after incubation for 2 hours and then fixed by immunostaining fix solution for 10 minutes. The cells were further washed three times with immunostaining wash buffer, and stained with Actin-Tracker Green (Beyotime Biotechnology, Shanghai, People's Republic of China) for 1 hour. After washing with immunostaining wash buffer, DAPI solution was added to stain cell nucleus for 5 minutes. The fixed cell monolayer was finally washed thrice with PBS and observed under CLSM (Zeiss LSM 710; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG).

### In vitro cytotoxicity assay

For cytotoxicity measurement, EMT6 cells were incubated in 96-well plates (Corning Costar Corp) at a density of 5×10^3^ cells per well and allowed to grow for 24 hours. Cells were then incubated in the media containing Taxol^®^ or PTX-loaded LPNPs, FLPNPs (PTX concentrations of 0.25, 2.5, 12.5, and 25 μg/mL), and drug-free FLPNPs with the same amount of NPs for 24, 48, and 72 hours, respectively. At designated time intervals, the medium was removed, and the wells were washed twice with PBS. CCK-8 solution (10 μL) was added to each well, followed by incubation for 2 hours at 37°C. The absorbance at 450 nm was determined by spectral scanning multimode reader. Cell viability was expressed by the following equation: $$\text{Cell~viability}\ (\%) = \text{Abs}_{\text{sample}}/\text{Abs}_{\text{control}} \times 100\%,$$where Abs~sample~ is the fluorescence absorbance of the cells incubated with Taxol^®^ or PTX-loaded NPs, while Abs~control~ is the fluorescence absorbance of the cells incubated with the culture medium only (positive control).

In vivo antitumor efficacy study
--------------------------------

BALB/c female mice (18--22 g) were purchased from Tianjin Medical University Laboratory Animals Center (Tianjin, People's Republic of China). Animals were humanely cared for and supplied with FA-free food (Vital Laboratory Animal Center, Beijing, People's Republic of China) and water. All the animal experiments were performed in compliance with the Guiding Principles for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, Peking Union Medical College, People's Republic of China.

The tumor growth-inhibitory activities were assessed in EMT6 tumor-bearing BALB/c mice. EMT6 is a PTX-sensitive mouse mammary carcinoma cell line and can be grown as a solid tumor in BALB/c mice.[@b30-ijn-10-2101] In brief, EMT6 cells (0.1 mL) in the culture medium were implanted into the subcutaneous space of the right limb armpit of mice at a dosage of 2×10^7^ cells/mouse. After inoculation of EMT6 cells, the tumor growth in each mouse was closely observed. When the tumor volume achieved about 100 mm^3^, the mice were randomly divided into four groups (each group, n=10), which were subject to intratumoral injection of the PTX-loaded FLPNPs, PTX-loaded LPNPs, Taxol^®^, and saline, respectively. Each mouse received the same dose of 20 mg/kg of PTX at days 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 for five consecutive cycles. All mice were tagged, and tumors were measured every other day with an electronic caliper during the period of study. The tumor volume (V) was calculated using the formula *V* = (*ab*^2^)/2, where *a* and *b* are the largest and the smallest diameter of the tumor. The individual relative tumor volume (RTV) was defined as *V*~x~/*V*~1~, where *V*~x~ is the volume in mm^3^ at a given time and *V*~1~ at the start of treatment. Drug efficacy was expressed as the percentage tumor growth inhibition (% TGI), calculated using the equation 100− (*T*/*C* ×100), where *T* is the mean RTV of the treated tumor and *C* is the mean RTV in the control group at the time of sacrifice of the mice. Furthermore, in order to estimate the side effects of the PTX-loaded LPNPs and FLPNPs, body weight of the mice was recorded during the treatment.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

All data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis (independent *t*-test) was performed with SPSS 10.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The statistical difference was considered to be significant when the *P*-value was less than 0.05.

Results and discussion
======================

Preparation of the nanoparticles
--------------------------------

Folic acid conjugated LPNPs comprise three distinct functional components: PCL-PEG-PCL, DSPE-PEG2000, and DSPE-PEG(2000) Folate. In our previous work, flower-like polymeric micelles based on PCL-PEG-PCL triblock copolymers were successfully produced by thin-film hydration and ultrasonic dispersion method. As shown in [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}, PCL-PEG-PCL triblock copolymers can form core-shell polymeric nanoparticles (PCEP NPs), which are characterized by a hydrophobic PCL core surrounded by a flower-like PEG hydrophilic corona. Both ends of the PEG blocks are anchored at the core/shell interfaces through the terminals, which results in the formation of a closed surface conformation and consequently limits the possible opsonization. Hydrophobic PTX can be readily incorporated into the hydrophobic core of the nanoparticles through hydrophobic interactions. Drug-loaded LPNPs in which a lipid layer coats the PCEP NPs can be formed using the same method, where the hydrophobic tails of the lipids self-assemble and attach onto the core of the PCEP NPs, whereas the hydrophilic heads extend outward toward the aqueous phase. The schematic structure of the novel self-assembled LPNPs is represented in [Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}. DSPE-PEG2000, the PEGlyated DSPE, was selected to form the lipid monolayer shell on the surface of the LPNPs. DSPE-PEG(2000) Folate, a PEGylated DSPE chain functionalized by folic acid conjugation, was employed for providing the LPNPs for targeted delivery capability.

Characterization of the nanoparticles
-------------------------------------

The morphology of the prepared FLPNPs was observed by TEM. As shown in [Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}, the FLPNPs exhibited homogeneous spherical shapes with an apparent lipid monolayer on the surface. It is noticeable that the morphology of FLPNPs is very complex, as the hydrophobic PCL core is surrounded by two layers resulting in the "core--shell--shell" structure. We speculated that the possible mechanism might be that the core is formed with PCL and PTX, while the inner and outer layers are formed with DSPE and extended PEG molecules, respectively. [Figure 2C](#f2-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"} shows the confocal laser scanning fluorescence image of PTX-loaded FLPNPs, where the lipid shell was labeled with rhodamine-PE. A red shell was clearly observed in the inner lipid layer, confirming the "core--shell--shell" structure created by this procedure.

[Table 1](#t1-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="table"} illustrates the characteristics of the drug-loaded PCEP NPs, LPNPs (without folate conjugation) and FLPNPs (with folate conjugation). The particle size and polydispersity of various nanoparticles determined by DLS are shown in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="table"}. The resulting FLPNPs were sized at 279.9±8.7 nm, which was larger than that of PCEP NPs (235.2±12.6 nm), presumably owing to the presence of a lipid monolayer shell on the PCEP NPs' surface. Additionally, there was an approximate 8 nm increase in the particle size of FLPNPs as compared to the diameter of LPNPs. The polydispersity of PCEP NPs, LPNPs, and FLPNPs was 0.233, 0.146, and 0.173, respectively, demonstrating narrow size distribution.

The drug loading (DL) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) of the NPs are important indexes for drug delivery systems. The DL and EE of PCEP NPs, LPNPs, and FLPNPs determined from three batches were 26.52%±0.86%, 27.71%±0.97%, 27.36%±0.91% and 90.33%±1.25%, 92.24%±1.54%, 91.16%±1.12%, respectively, with satisfactory reproducibility ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="table"}). Using the thin-film hydration and ultrasonic dispersion method, high DL of more than 26% (w/w) in all of the three NPs could be achieved with high EE of more than 90% when the PTX feed ratio was 30% (w/w). The high DL and EE values prove the effectiveness of the NPs of lipid monolayer shell and polymeric core to load anticancer drugs. In addition, all PTX formulations showed similar DL and EE, indicating that drug encapsulation mainly depends on the core properties and on the affinity between the polymer and the drug. The hydrophobic core of FLPNPs was based on self-assembly of PCL-PEG-PCL amphiphilic copolymers. Therefore, hydrophobic PTX can be readily incorporated into the hydrophobic core of the nanoparticles through hydrophobic interactions in aqueous media.

Zeta potential is of significance for the characterization of the prepared NPs since it reflects the surface charge of colloidal dispersions and has been often used to predict and control dispersion stability.[@b31-ijn-10-2101],[@b32-ijn-10-2101] In addition, from the zeta potential measurement, we can estimate the dominant component on the particles' surface.[@b33-ijn-10-2101] The zeta potential of the drug loaded PCEP NPs, LPNPs, and FLPNPs ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="table"}) indicates the negative charges on the nanoparticle surface. LPNPs and FLPNPs showed higher negative zeta potential value than that of PCEP NPs. The increased zeta potential values may be explained by the location of the lipid on the particle surface since the absolute value of the negative charge from the phosphate group is larger than the positive charge from the amino group in the lipid molecule.[@b34-ijn-10-2101] The zeta potential of PTX-loaded FLPNPs was -17.5 mV ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="table"}). The higher negative zeta potential value of the FLPNPs rather than that of the LPNPs results from the deprotonation of the carboxylic groups of folate.

In vitro drug release
---------------------

Maintaining sink condition for poorly water-soluble drugs has been one of the difficulties in designing in vitro release experiments. In this study, the sink condition was achieved by using 1 M sodium salicylate solution[@b35-ijn-10-2101] and frequent replacement of fresh buffer during the in vitro release experiment. The in vitro drug release profiles of the PTX-loaded LPNPs and FLPNPs in 28 days are shown in [Figure 3](#f3-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}. PTX was released from both of the formulations in a controlled and sustained fashion with no apparent initial drug burst, indicating that there was almost no drug located at the surface of the NPs and the drugs were entrapped well in the hydrophobic core of the NPs. In the first 5 days, the cumulative release percent reached 70.28%±1.4% and 68.05%±1.6% for the FLPNPs and LPNPs, respectively. The sustained release of PTX provides the possibility to continually suppress cancer cells. The cumulative release achieved 90% after 14 days, showing almost complete drug release from the NP formulation. The drug release from the FLPNPs showed similar behavior to that of LPNPs, probably due to their similar polymer composition, percentage of drug loading, and particle size.

In vitro cellular uptake
------------------------

In order to evaluate the penetration of the NPs into the cells and the targeting effects of the NPs conjugated with folate, cellular uptakes of the LPNPs and FLPNPs were performed using folate receptor (FR) overexpressed EMT6 breast cancer cells and FR-deficient L929 fibroblast cells. The lipophilic stain, Nile Red, was chosen in this study because the water solubility of Nile Red is poor (less than 1 μg/mL) and it can be easily encapsulated into the hydrophobic core of the NPs.[@b36-ijn-10-2101] The internalization of Nile Red-loaded NPs incubated for 2 hours was visualized by CLSM. To precisely observe the cellular distributions of NPs, we performed triple fluorescence-labeling experiments and visualized red fluorescence from Nile Red, green fluorescence from Actin-Tracker Green labeling the actin, and blue fluorescence from DAPI labeling the nucleus. As described in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}, the fluorescence from the NPs internalized in EMT6 cells and L929 cells was shown in Row 1, 2 and 3, 4, respectively. Row 1 and 3 show the images of the cells incubated with the LPNPs of no targeting effect, and Row 2 and 4 show the FLPNPs of folate conjugation. Thus, it can be seen from the figures that the blue fluorescence representing the nucleus stained by DAPI was circumvented by red fluorescence representing the Nile Red-loaded NPs internalized in the cytoplasm. Meanwhile, the cytoskeleton of EMT6 and L929 cells can be seen clearly from the green fluorescence representing the actin stained by Actin-Tracker green. Hence, the qualitative cellular uptake can be visually verified by the CLSM images. In addition, the folate receptor targeted behavior of the FLPNPs can also be examined. Folate is an attractive target ligand, which is easily recognized by FR that is overexpressed in a large number of cancer cells.[@b29-ijn-10-2101] In this regard, the PEG end group of the lipid-PEG layer of the LPNPs is particularly suitable for conjugation of the targeting moieties. Thus, we introduced DSPE-PEG(2000) Folate into the PTX-loaded LPNPs to promote the cellular uptake by receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) and increase their therapeutic efficiency. As revealed in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}, the fluorescence of FLPNPs in the cytoplasm (row 2) is much brighter than that of the LPNPs (row 1) after incubating for 2 hours. It can be explained that RME facilitates and promotes the entry of NPs into cells when folate targeted NPs meet the overexpressed FR on EMT6 cells. Nevertheless, in FR-deficient L929 cells, the fluorescence intensity in the cytoplasm does not show significant difference between the LPNPs (row 3) and the FLPNPs (row 4). These results directly demonstrated that the cellular uptake of the NPs can be enhanced by FR-mediated endocytosis process, which are consistent with previous reports regarding FR-dependent cellular uptake of folate-conjugated nanoparticles of mixed lipid-shell and polymer-core for anticancer therapy.[@b21-ijn-10-2101],[@b22-ijn-10-2101]

The quantitative cellular uptake efficiency of the Nile Red-loaded NPs was conducted by measuring percentage of the NPs used in incubation which have been entrapped in the EMT6 cells. The same concentration of dispersed NPs (0.250 mg/mL) as used in the previous CLSM was applied in this investigation. The cellular uptake efficiency of the LPNPs was measured to be 26.46%±1.92% and 31.42%±2.35% for 0.5 hours and 2 hours incubation time, respectively ([Figure 5](#f5-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}). Instead, the cellular uptake efficiency of the FLPNPs was measured to be 53.89%±2.64% and 60.34%±3.69% for 0.5 hours and 2 hours incubation time, respectively ([Figure 5](#f5-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}). The targeting effect of folate conjugation is thus significant of 103.7% increment for 0.5 hours incubation and 92.0% increases for 2 hours incubation, respectively (*P*\<0.05). After 24 hours of incubation, the FLPNPs and LPNPs showed a similar degree of cellular uptake efficiency (74.72±5.29 vs 69.50±5.63, *P*\>0.05), presumably due to the nonspecific uptake resulting from saturation of FR-mediated internalization of FLPNPs.

These qualitative and quantitative results of cellular uptake of the NPs provide strong evidence for the targeting effect of folate decoration for EMT6 cells. The potential mechanism of the in vitro cellular uptake of the LPNPs can be thought to be carrier-mediated endocytosis and cell fusion. LPNPs could be transported into cells across the lipid bilayer-structured cellular membranes by a nonspecific endocytosis pathway depending on the particle size and the presence of lipids on the NPs' surface. The existence of lipid layer on the surface of the LPNPs could facilitate the entry of NPs into cells by the mutual interaction of the LPNPs and the cell membrane. As for the FLPNPs, the receptor-mediated endocytosis can further promote the cellular uptake, resulting in higher cellular uptake efficiency.

In vitro cytotoxicity assay
---------------------------

The in vitro cytotoxicity of PTX-loaded FLPNPs and PTX-loaded LPNPs against EMT6 cells was investigated in comparison with that of Taxol^®^ using CCK-8 method. [Figure 6](#f6-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"} shows that the cytotoxicity of different PTX formulations was basically in the following order: Taxol^®^ \> FLPNPs \> LPNPs. Drug-free FLPNPs did not exhibit obvious cytotoxicity to EMT6 cells during the test period, confirming the proposal that the NPs act merely as vehicles for the drug. Any cytotoxicity of the NPs observed was thus mainly attributed to the effects of the released drug alone. The cytotoxicity of Taxol^®^, PTX-loaded LPNPs, and PTX-loaded FLPNPs all showed time- and dose-dependent cell proliferation inhibition, confirming that higher drug concentration and longer incubation time are essential for the drug to effectively kill tumor cells. During the first 24 hours of incubation, PTX-loaded FLPNPs displayed a slightly higher cytotoxicity compared with PTX-loaded LPNPs in all of the concentration ranges (*P*\>0.05), while Taxol^®^ demonstrated significantly greater cytotoxicity than both of the two NPs at high drug concentrations (12.5 and 25 μg/mL, *P*\<0.05). After 48 and 72 hours of incubation, there was no statistical difference among the three PTX formulations at low drug concentrations (0.25 and 2.5 μg/mL, *P*\>0.05). However, at high drug concentrations (12.5 and 2.5 μg/mL), the cell cytotoxicity of Taxol^®^ was significantly greater than both of the PTX-loaded LPNPs and FLPNPs (*P*\<0.05); meanwhile, PTX-loaded FLPNPs contributed to higher reduction in cell viability than PTX-loaded LPNPs (*P*\<0.05). The reason might be attributed to different cell uptake pathways of free drugs and drug-loaded NPs, and the controlled release manner of drug-loaded NPs. In cell culture medium, free PTX could directly enter cells via passive diffusion and be effective, whereas the two PTX-loaded NPs were mainly taken up by cells via the endocytic pathway and then the drug was released to kill cancer cells. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that in the case of Taxol^®^ significant cytotoxic effect could be partially attributed to the excipient Cremophor^®^ EL.[@b15-ijn-10-2101],[@b37-ijn-10-2101] However, in the case of PTX-loaded NPs the cytotoxicity observed was only induced by PTX itself. The in vitro cytotoxicity data of PTX-loaded FLPNPs and PTX-loaded LPNPs were in accordance with the results of the cellular uptake efficiency. As a result of the much higher cellular uptake for the first several hours, for the same PTX concentration and exposure time, FLPNPs would exhibit higher intracellular PTX release than LPNPs, thus resulting in higher in vitro cytotoxicity. Furthermore, for longer incubation periods, a larger number of EMT6 cells enter the G2 and M phases of the cell cycle during which PTX is more active. Thus, PTX-loaded FLPNPs showed higher cytotoxicity than the LPNPs for longer incubation time (48 and 72 hours, *P*\<0.05). Therefore, it is clear that the FLPNPs formulation demonstrated higher cytotoxicity than the LPNPs formulation at high drug concentration and long exposure time, which demonstrated that folate receptor-mediated endocytosis can further facilitate the cellular uptake and thus enhance the cytotoxic effect of the drug-loaded NPs.

In vivo antitumor efficacy study
--------------------------------

The antitumor efficacy of Taxol^®^, PTX-loaded LPNPs, and PTX-loaded FLPNPs was investigated in mice bearing EMT6 tumors. [Figure 7A](#f7-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"} shows the tumor growth observed for 14 days in the mice received intratumoral injection of PTX-loaded LPNPs, PTX-loaded FLPNPs, Taxol^®^, and physiological saline. By 14 days after intratumoral injection, the average tumor volume in mice treated with Taxol^®^, PTX-loaded LPNPs, and PTX-loaded FLPNPs had increased relatively slowly and reached about 379, 424, and 639 mm^3^ while the average tumor volume in PBS was 1,238 mm^3^. PTX-loaded FLPNPs showed more efficient antitumor efficacy than did PTX-loaded LPNPs, with tumor growth inhibition of 65.78% and 48.38%, respectively (*P*\<0.05). However, there is no significant difference between PTX-loaded FLPNPs and Taxol^®^ (65.78% vs 69.44%, *P*\>0.05).

Minimization of the side effects of drug-loaded NPs is one of the main concerns when developing novel drug-delivery vehicles. The change in body weight of the mice is an important index to evaluate systemic adverse effects.[@b38-ijn-10-2101] As shown in [Figure 7B](#f7-ijn-10-2101){ref-type="fig"}, PTX-loaded FLPNPs and PTX-loaded LPNPs demonstrated favorable results without any obvious body weight loss, whereas Taxol^®^ induced obvious weight loss. The mice treated with PTX-loaded FLPNPs and PTX-loaded LPNPs kept a vigorous and healthy appearance throughout the full experiment. Nevertheless, the mice treated with Taxol^®^ showed weakened vitality.

The results of the antitumor-efficacy experiment indicated that PTX could be released from NPs effectively and that the released PTX maintained its bioactivity. PTX-loaded FLPNPs showed significant antitumor efficacy as well as low toxicity in vivo, probably due to the more effective accumulation of FLPNPs in tumor cells via ligand-receptor interactions and the PTX released from NPs maintaining effective therapeutic concentration for a long period of time.

Conclusion
==========

In this study, a novel lipid--polymer hybrid nanocarrier was synthesized that composed of folate (as targeting ligand), DSPE-PEG2000 (as lipid-shell), and PCL-PEG-PCL (as self-assembled core). Sustained, controlled, and targeted delivery of the anticancer drug PTX from the hybrid nanoparticles was successfully demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo. The PTX-loaded LPNPs and FLPNPs with high drug-loading efficiency and capacity were prepared using thin-film hydration and ultrasonic dispersion method. TEM image confirmed that the FLPNPs exhibited homogeneous spherical shapes with apparent hydrophobic polymer core and lipid monolayer shell on the surface. CLSM image further confirmed the "core--shell--shell" structure of the FLPNPs, where the inner lipid-shell was labeled with rhodamine-PE. PTX was released in a controlled and sustained fashion with no apparent initial drug burst, providing the possibility to continually fight against cancer cells. Nile Red-loaded FLPNPs showed higher efficient endocytosis abilities in FR-overexpressing EMT6 cells when compared to nontargeted LPNPs. In addition, in vitro cytotoxicity assays further confirmed that PTX-loaded FLPNPs had a significantly higher cytotoxicity than PTX-loaded LPNPs at high drug concentration and long exposure time. In BALB/c mice bearing EMT6 tumors, PTX-loaded FLPNPs showed similar antitumor efficacy but low toxicity compared to Taxol^®^ via intratumoral chemotherapy. More importantly, PTX-loaded FLPNPs exhibited superior therapeutic efficiency than the PTX-loaded LPNPs, confirming the effective cellular accumulation and anticancer activity of folate targeted NPs via receptor-mediated endocytosis. Based on these findings, it can be concluded that PTX-loaded FLPNPs might have the potential to be developed as an attractive drug delivery system for effective chemotherapy against FA receptor overexpressing cancer.
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![(**A**) The formation of PTX-loaded polymeric nanoparticles from PCL-PEG-PCL. (**B**) TEM image of PTX-loaded PCEP NPs.\
**Notes:** Left scale bar =500 nm, right scale bar =200 nm.\
**Abbreviations:** TEM, transmission electron microscopy; PCL-PEG-PCL, poly(ε-caprolactone)--poly(ethylene glycol)--poly(ε-caprolactone); PTX, paclitaxel; PCEP NPs, polymeric nanoparticles formed from PCL-PEG-PCL; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PCL, poly(ε-caprolactone).](ijn-10-2101Fig1){#f1-ijn-10-2101}

![Characterization of PTX-loaded folate targeted nanoparticles of mixed lipid-shell and polymer core (FLPNPs).\
**Notes:** (**A**) Schematic illustration of the formulation of PTX-loaded FLPNPs. (**B**) TEM image of PTX-loaded FLPNPs (left scale bar =200 nm, right scale bar =100 nm). (**C**) Confocal laser scanning fluorescence image of rhodamine-PE labeled PTX-loaded FLPNPs (scale bar =2 μm): (a) Rhodamine channel, (b) Transmitted light, (c) Merged.\
**Abbreviations:** FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles; PCL-PEG-PCL, poly(ε-caprolactone)--poly(ethylene glycol)--poly(ε-caprolactone); DSPE-PEG2000, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-\[methoxy (polyethylene glycol)-2000\]; PTX, paclitaxel; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.](ijn-10-2101Fig2){#f2-ijn-10-2101}

![In vitro PTX release profiles from LPNPs and FLPNPs in 1.0 M sodium salicylate solutions (n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** PTX, paclitaxel; LPNPs, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles; FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles.](ijn-10-2101Fig3){#f3-ijn-10-2101}

![CLSM images of FR-positive EMT6 cells and FR-negative L929 cells after incubation with Nile Red-loaded LPNPs and FLPNPs for 2 h.\
**Notes:** Row 1 and 2: EMT6 cells were used. Row 3 and 4: L929 cells were used. In row 1 and 3, LPNPs were used while in row 2 and 4, FLPNPs were used.\
**Abbreviations:** FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; FR, folate receptor; LPNPs, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles; FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles; h, hours.](ijn-10-2101Fig4){#f4-ijn-10-2101}

![The in vitro cellular uptake efficiency of EMT6 cells after incubation with Nile Red-loaded LPNPs and FLPNPs for 0.5, 2, and 24 h (n=6). \**P*\<0.05.\
**Abbreviations:** PTX, paclitaxel; LPNPs, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles; FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles; h, hours.](ijn-10-2101Fig5){#f5-ijn-10-2101}

![The in vitro cell viability of EMT6 cells at various concentrations of the drug under 24, 48, and 72 h treatment with Taxol, PTX-loaded LPNPs, and PTX-loaded FLPNPs (n=6). \**P*\<0.05.\
**Abbreviations:** PTX, paclitaxel; LPNPs, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles; FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles; h, hours.](ijn-10-2101Fig6){#f6-ijn-10-2101}

![In vivo antitumor efficacy (**A**) and body weight changes (**B**) after intratumoral injection of PTX-loaded LPNPs, PTX-loaded FLPNPs, Taxol injection, and saline on EMT6 tumor-bearing BALB/c mice. Each point represents the mean of tumor size ± SEM (n=10).\
**Abbreviations:** PTX, paclitaxel; LPNPs, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles; FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles; SEM, standard error of the mean.](ijn-10-2101Fig7){#f7-ijn-10-2101}

###### 

Physicochemical characterization of PTX-loaded PCEP NPs, LPNPs, and FLPNPs

  Samples    Particle size (nm)   Polydispersity   Zeta potential (mV)   Drug loading content (%)   Encapsulation efficiency (%)
  ---------- -------------------- ---------------- --------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------
  PCEP NPs   235.2±12.6           0.233±0.028      −12.5±0.6             26.52±0.86                 90.33±1.25
  LPNPs      271.5±7.2            0.146±0.017      −14.2±0.8             27.71±0.97                 92.24±1.54
  FLPNPs     279.9±8.7            0.173±0.021      −17.5±1.1             27.36±0.91                 91.16±1.12

**Notes:** Data represent mean ± SD, n=3.

**Abbreviations:** PTX, paclitaxel; PCEP NPs, polymeric nanoparticles formed from PCL-PEG-PCL; LPNPs, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles; FLPNPs, folate modified lipid-shell and polymer-core nanoparticles; PCL-PEG-PCL, poly(ε-caprolactone)--poly(ethylene glycol)--poly(ε-caprolactone).
